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Editorial
Welcome and Guten Tag,
In today’s fast-paced marketplace even a successful business can go through a tough period. When issues arise, early and constructive
action and advice is required, recognizing the scope of options and solutions available. Unfortunately, smaller companies often lack the
dedication as well as the resources to initiate a necessary restructuring.
The consequences are far-reaching: Two thirds of all recovery projects fail or bring only short-term benefits. Critical are sustainable and
future-oriented programs as well as effective control systems.
Yours

Monika Frick-Becker

The secret of business success: Change and restructuring as ongoing process
Business success requires the ability to adapt to changing situations.
Nothing ever goes as planned. Building flexibility into their organizational structures, processes and interactions allows business
owners to respond to changes without being paralyzed with fear
and uncertainty. With the passage of time, every company will go
through various stages of the business life cycle. Needs, opportunities and threats, both inside and outside the business, will predictably vary depending on the stage of development. What you focus on
today will change and require different approaches to be successful.
As organizations grow, they need to continuously analyze and refine

their processes to ensure they are doing business as effectively and
efficiently as possible. Corporate restructuring or reorganizing is a
normal part of a business lifecycle to improve a company’s processes and profitability. To achieve this culture of continuous change
and improvement, it is necessary to establish a dynamic dialogue
with customers, partners, and employees. Unfortunately, many small
family-owned businesses lack the time as well as the organizational savvy to initiate change processes. A tough economic climate,
rapid market changes, strategic errors - any or all of these can plunge them into serious financial distress. Left unaddressed, they may
threaten corporate survival. In these situations, external specialists
in corporate turnaround, restructuring and recovery can offer independent advice and deliver creative solutions to complex problems.
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Process model business recovery: Five Stages to
sustainable success

Success Factor 2: Objective and systematic situation and cause analyses

Each individual recovery plan is unique and implemented based upon
the severity of the crisis and the company’s stakeholder structure. Every
situation is different, but the common denominator in most distressed
companies is excessive debt and some fundamental management
errors in judgment, strategy and decision-making. If a corporation is
to be reorganized successfully, corporate restructuring must be much
more than a reaction in a crisis situation; rather, it has to be a complex,
sensitive process that secures the long-term survival of the business.
There are 5 stages/success factors to this approach, and it is necessary
that the analyses and processes are aligned for it to be successful:

Corporate managers who recognize and acknowledge the signs
of trouble and get help in the earlier stages have a much better
chance of a successful recovery for their corporation. An external turnaround specialist can enter a company with a fresh eye
and complete objectivity. This professional can spot problems
that may not be visible to company insiders and implement solutions. Turnaround managers have no political agenda or other
obligations to bias the decision-making process, allowing them
to take sometimes unpopular, yet necessary, steps required for a
company’s survival.
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The crisis triggers can be attributed to a number of internal and
external developments and the course of the crisis often follows
a typical sequence of the leadership / strategy of the income
to the liquidity crisis. In such situations, a sustained, rapid and
comprehensive course of correction is needed. Management and
investors require prompt reliable information on the strategic,
operational and financial condition of the business. All possible
restructuring concepts as well as their limits and remedial actions
must be analyzed.

Identify and understand the crisis
Analyze the causes
Develop the restructuring concept
Implement required restructuring measures
Apply necessary controls

Success Factor 1: Identifying the need for
change early
Ideally, principals recognize pervasive change and restructure continually in order to best serve the stakeholders. In many cases, employees,
suppliers, and partners exhibit symptoms of distress well before a crisis erupts. Yet, to begin to restructure, management involvement and
alignment are critical. Early detection and swift, decisive action are the
keys to restoring performance and value. Unfortunately, many ownerled SMEs tend to wait, often until it is too late, instead of taking proactive steps. As a consequence, restructuring efforts of SMEs often fail,
because they tend to be carried out in a reactive, unplanned manner
and without formal restructuring plans.

Process Model Business Restructuring: 5 Steps
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Over-indebtedness is regularly an important element of restructuring. For lenders, conclusive refinancing and restructuring concepts are the starting points for the possible extension of financing loans. Hence, a sound refinancing concept should be drawn
up as soon as possible and implemented without delay. Often,
lenders ask for assessments and concepts based on pronouncements and opinions of auditors, particularly the IDW (German
Institute of Auditors). Finally, the responsible managers must expeditiously present to the creditors a sustainable concept, which
includes specific goals and detailed functional actions. Crucial to
the success of any business restructuring is a strategic realign-

ment that addresses challenges and opportunities and builds on
the core strengths of the company.

Success Factor 4: Systematic implementation
of required restructuring measures
A good concept is important, but is only one half of the story. It is essential to systematically implement the required restructuring measures.
Successful restructuring comes from thoughtful planning and sensitive implementation. When the condition of the company is critical, the
immediate plan is simple but drastic: Emergency surgery is performed
to stop the bleeding and enable the organization to survive. A positive
operating cash flow must be established immediately. In addition, a
sufficient amount of cash to implement the turnaround strategies must
be sourced. To achieve this, refinancing concepts should be drawn up
as soon as possible. After all, a lender will only be prepared to provide capital if the planned restructuring and refinancing measures have
been coordinated with everyone involved and implemented without
delay. Following the crisis-related measures, including capacity adjustments and securing liquidity, the restructuring agenda has to tackle
structural issues to restore lasting competitiveness and profitability.
Failure to address any one of these challenges or to stop half way will
cause the restructuring to falter. Shareholders and the management
must have the compassion and courage to truly embrace change. Employees may find it deeply disturbing and threatening. It is the task of
the management to motivate, train and empower employees to rebuild
trust at work and weave the change into the firm’s culture. To rebuild
trust, it is essential to encourage transparency in the work culture.

Success Factor 5: Implementation of an effective control system to measure success
The necessary short term actions to stabilize the distressed company are ultimately followed by a long-term solution. There are many
aspects to business recovery and in many cases simply cutting costs
is not enough. Refocusing the strategic direction of the business as

well as building a coherent financial strategy will eventually lead to
significant performance improvements and a stronger market position.
To have any chance of success, the implementation process must be
accompanied by an effective tailored control system that gives managers access to relevant, current financial and operating information.
The control process involves measuring actual performance of business, comparing it with set standards (KPIs=Key Performance Indicators), taking appropriate managerial action and, finally correcting the
deviations or adjusting the standards, if necessary.

Change is about people: Successful corporate
restructuring needs a transparent company
culture
Change needs to be understood and embraced by all affected. In this
complex, sensitive process it is essential that the managers who plan
and execute the transformation maintain high levels of professionalism and credibility in order to reassure all stakeholders. The energy
that employees devote to the change process, and their awareness,
understanding and commitment to it, are important metrics. Employees feel valued and appreciated in a work culture that encourages
transparency, trust, motivation, learning and empowerment. This not
only benefits the employee, but also the company and its customers.
It is important to get the right people in place with the right emotional
commitment, with the right mix of skills and levels. It also involves a
timetable or series of action benchmarks that trigger the next steps in
implementation. In practice, building change teams has proved to be
an effective measure to ensure successful implementation of the plans
and guarantee success after the change.
Success demands a clear path to results. If the company owners and
senior management are willing and able to acknowledge the need for
a turnaround, a professionally designed and implemented corporate
restructuring will help to restore lasting competitiveness and secure
the long-term survival of the business.
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